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One man’s path
to recovery
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After a near-fatal mine accident,
Jezy Burgiel is making the most
of his second chance, as Bernie
Kaaks reports.
Being laid up in a hospital bed for
seven months, trying to make sense of
medical experts debating the relative
benefits of whole or partial amputation
of various parts of your anatomy, not
knowing whether you will ever be able
to walk again, if indeed you survive this
terrible predicament, would give a person
ample opportunity to evaluate the future
and re-assess priorities.
In 2001, in a dreadful underground
mining accident near Wiluna on the
edge of the desert in WA’s northeastern goldfields, Jezy Burgiel had
both his legs crushed and was airlifted
to Royal Perth Hospital for urgent
surgery. He was lucky to survive,
but had to draw on all his reserves

of courage and determination to get
through the next eight years.
Prior to his accident, Jezy’s boss had
organized a sail for him on the late Rolly
Tasker’s legendary Siska IV. It was a oneoff experience that sparked a dream of
perhaps owning his own yacht one day,
but the self confessed workaholic FIFO
(fly in – fly out) worker was always far too
busy to waste time on leisure pursuits.
His accident changed everything.
As a contractor, he was not entitled to
automatic compensation, and had a fight
on his hands to ensure that he did not
lose everything he had worked for.
Over the next five years, Jezy was
subjected to fifteen operations on his
legs. A part of one foot was too badly

CLOCKWIE FROM
MAIN IMAGE:
Twin wheels
and a safe, flat
working surface
are features of the
Hanse 415.
Jezy Burgiel at the
helm of his pride
and joy.
The uncluttered
deck is broad
and safe.
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“One leg contains enough titanium to send security scanners into overdrive”
specifications
LOA

12.40mm

LWL

11.40m

Beam

4.17m

Draft

2.10m (standard)
1.72m (option)

Displacement
approx

8.90t

Ballast approx

2.900kg

Engine

38 HP

Fresh water

320l + 200l (optional)

Fuel tank

160l

CE Certificate

A (ocean)

Total sail area

87.00 m²

Main

52.50m²

Self-tacking jib

34.50m²

Genoa

106% 40.00m²

Gennaker

120.00m²

Design

Judel/Vrolijk & Co

Base Model

from $269,000

www.windcrafthanse.com

damaged to reconstruct and was amputated,
while one leg contains enough titanium to
send security scanners into overdrive every
time he goes to an airport.
He learned to walk again, spent three
years on crutches and today shows few signs
of his ordeal, walking in normal shoes but
with a very slight limp. Further into the day
however, it became apparent that Jezy is still
very conscious of his injuries, negotiating his
way around the deck with great care.
Jezy’s partner Cherie played a critical role
in his recovery. She is upbeat, positive and a
great motivator.

Follow the dream
When Jezy was able, he and Cherie took
time out for a caravan circuit of the country,
a decision that proved to be the catalyst for
their foray into sailing. At Yeppoon, they
found a new Hanse 445, which in turn
led them to Mary Bickley at Windcraft in
Sydney.
After viewing a bewildering array of yachts
around the 40 foot mark, they constantly
returned to the benefits they saw in the big
Hanse yacht at Yeppoon. Experts convinced
the couple that the 44 footer was probably
too big an ask for an inexperienced husband

and wife team, so they looked at the Hanse
40. But when the drawings of the 415 were
released, Jezy and Cherie were finally hooked
and placed the order against the advice of
many of their friends at home.
“They thought we were crazy putting
all that money into a boat,” Jezy recalled,
“But my brother who died from cancer in
February begged to differ. He told me to
follow my dream and that’s what I did.”
The new yacht left Germany in June and
arrived on Jezy’s birthday in August. He
was effusive in his praise of Dave Griffiths
of Windcraft, who set the new boat up, and
even a cursory look over the boat quickly
reveals why. The finish is immaculate and the
attention to detail superb.

Easy sailing
On deck, the layout is clean and uncluttered
– perfect for these two newbie sailors. A
small self-furling and self-tacking headsail
complements a big main, which is easy to
handle with lazy jacks. Halyards and sheets
are led back to the helm under the coaming,
leaving the deck clear of things to trip over –
an important consideration in this case. From
the helm position, it is possible to easily reach
the winches, sheets and halyards.
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THIS PAGE: The
cockpit is big enough
for entertaining and
features a centre
console which can be
viewed from either of
the twin wheels. The
split backstay makes
access from the
transom easy.

Electric winches take the grunt out of
hoisting the main. Clutches hold secure each
of the sheets, halyards and reefing lines in
order to release the winch for its next task.
Every control line apart from the furler
leads to one of the two winches on board,
which I found mildly annoying as it was
necessary to jam the jib sheet in its clutch
and unwind it from the winch, before being
able to load up the mainsheet to adjust it.
Although it works, a second pair of winches
would have made sail adjustment easier and
less cumbersome.
That however, is about all the criticism you
will hear of this German-built masterpiece.
In 5 or 6 knots of breeze the boat was
clearly underpowered with its tiny furling
headsail, but later in our test, with the wind
up to just 8 or 9 knots, Mystic Eyes settled
to windward sweetly and recorded around
5 knots through the water. The handbook
suggests putting in a reef at 25 knots. A single
line reefing system means that the crew can
complete the whole reefing operation whilst
under the cover of the well placed dodger, but
once again, a second pair of winches might
make the operation easier still.
It was mildly amusing to this dyed-inthe-wool traditionalist to tack Mystic Eyes.
Even in the light breeze, it spun smartly

figure 1 – Deck design

figure 2 – Boat layout
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and because of its self-tacking jib, no sail
adjustment was necessary at all. This is a
dream arrangement for a short-handed yacht.
A big roomy cockpit is dominated not
by the two wheels situated well aft, but by
a giant binnacle cluster incorporating a
chart plotter, ample table space, and a very
nifty tinted polycarbonate insert designed
to hold bottles, cans or food containers
– a nice touch. More polycarbonate is
used under the dodger for waterproof
compartments in which to store keys,
binoculars, sunglasses and so on.
Sweeping across the entire companionway area is a robust dodger with stitched-in
clear panels to give crew a view of the mast
and sails. A bimini provides cover for the
helmsman, and a neatly zippered connector
panel can join the gap between the dodger
and the bimini to provide full cockpit cover.

Down below

TOP TO BOTTOM:
The 415 in Europe.
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The self-tacking
jib makes shorthanding very
simple.

CREDIT: Bernie Kaaks

The underfloor wine
rack is a nice touch.

The yacht is designed with an option for two
double cabins aft, but this version has instead
used the starboard side for a giant storage bin
in which to keep fenders, spare sails, workshop
tools and other essentials. It is accessible from
the galley or from the cockpit.
Given the owners’ ambitions to travel
significant distances, a generous pull-out
freezer will keep all their hard-frozen
supplies indefinitely. A separate top-loading
refrigerator provides regular cold storage
and a very neat drinks refrigerator allows for
frequent opening and closing of cold storage
space without affecting foodstuffs.
The extended version of the galley is
comfortably set up with generous space to
move and all the expected mod cons. A “U”
shaped settee wraps around a folding table to
starboard, with a small chart table opposite to
port. The chart table is flanked by two single
settees and lowers to the same level to form
an additional bunk if required.
A polycarbonate tray is set into the table
to hold condiments while beneath is a
cupboard and bottle rack for those essential
wines and spirits. Under floor is a shaped
wine rack, perfect for keeping those quality
reds nice and cool.
Above, recessed timber hand rails are easy
to grab and also hide wiring.
Generous space in the bathroom includes
a separate shower compartment, where a
polycarbonate door keeps the rest of the
room dry. Tank capacity for fresh and
black water is around 500 litres for each.
A simple valve arrangement allows for
discharge at sea.
In the forepeak is a second double cabin. It
boasts a hanging locker and oodles of locker
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space on both sides, reinforcing the feeling
that this boat is actually much bigger than its
41 feet would suggest.
With typical German planning, internal
strip lighting can be dimmed and switched
to red when sailing at night so that the
helmsman’s night vision is not affected.
There is a tiny lift-out panel in the floor,
which can be easily removed with the suction
cup provided to avoid the need for finger
holes. Removal of the panel reveals a square
plastic tray, which is a dustpan for use when
sweeping the floor. Very clever!
As expected, speakers for both the VHF
radio and the stereo system are duplicated in
the cockpit.
Jezy has completed a sailing course recently
and is becoming increasingly confident in
his new yacht. He is well aware of the fact
that he has much more to learn before he and
Cherie can begin their voyage around the top
to North Queensland, where they ultimately
intend to settle.
But few yachts could look after this pair
more competently than the Hanse 415 in
their travels. ✵
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ABOVE: Strong German lines and attention
to detail are key elements of the Hanse 415.

